
They’re like your mother. They hear 
everything.

The 411 on Dispatch



Why should you pay attention when it’s this late in 
the afternoon and we’re almost done?

You could miss fun stuff like this.

My dad always told me to work smart not hard.

It’s time we used our very own data-mining resource 
located in every community.



When you think of dispatch or 911 this what 
most people think of first.



Dispatch or Communication Center receives 
information from:

1.  Citizen callers

2.  Officers

3.  Fire/EMS

4.  Other Centers

5.  Court System



They are your own private Batcave full of 
information

What information do they collect then?
1.  Names and addresses
2.  Phone numbers
3.  Persons at the scene of an incident
4.  Known Weapons at that location
5.  Other persons that have been at that residence or location
6.  Types of crimes or other incidents at that location
7.  Medical calls at that location



Let’s look at a typical call for service for what 
info we can find.

Location

Caller’s name

Agency

Dispatcher & call 
times

Narrative



Tow log and disposition

WHO WAS THERE



Iowa 10 Codes



What can we use this information for?

1. Support or refute applications for Search 
Warrants.

2.  Investigations

3.  Trial Preparation



SEARCH WARRANTS
This information can be used to support or counter claims 

made in the application for a search warrant

*  You can gather evidence to establish a “high 
crime” area searching by grid or street.

*Search address to determine who else might be 
at the house or if there are animals

*Search the address to determine weapons.

*Search the address to determine if other 
crimes were committed there.

*Possible known occupants at that address.



INVESTIGATIONS

*Help track down witness’s address and phone 
numbers.

*May help with constructive possession issues

*Find out known associates at that location.

*Call will show any DLs that were run.

*Listen to tape to determine if call matches 
witness statement.



Other Reasons to review the Call for Service

*  Helps to refresh Officer’s testimony

*  Helps with timeline and sequence of events.

*  Who was there?

*   Which squad transported?

*   Who was that new trooper that was there?

*   They keep track of everyone!



Dispatchers as Witnesses

*  Remember a large percentage of our calls start 
with the victim talking to the dispatcher first.

*  Dispatchers talk to everyone.  They get a feel for 
who is 10-96 or 5-48.

*  We get statements from just about everyone at 
the scene remember in some cases to get a 
statement from the dispatcher.

*  The dispatcher’s testimony is generally admissible 
under Davis v. Washington, 547 U.S. 813 (2006).  It 
is generally considered to be an exception to the 
hearsay rule and is non-testimonial in nature for 
Sixth Amendment issues. 

* In State v. Kooima, 11-0738 (June 28, 2013) how 
much detail the dispatcher is able to get from the 
citizen caller became the central issue in that 
case.



Requests for this information under Iowa Code § 22 – 
Open Records Chapter



Please check with your local communications 
director on what reports can be generated.

Please remember if the Defendant is never 
fingerprinted it won’t show up on his criminal 
history.

QUESTIONS?
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